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            Abstract
PIWI proteins use PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) to identify and silence transposable elements and thereby maintain genome integrity between metazoan generations1. The targeting of transposable elements by PIWI has been compared to mRNA target recognition by Argonaute proteins2,3, which use microRNA (miRNA) guides, but the extent to which piRNAs resemble miRNAs is not known. Here we present cryo-electron microscopy structures of a PIWIâ€“piRNA complex from the sponge Ephydatia fluviatilis with and without target RNAs, and a biochemical analysis of target recognition. Mirroring Argonaute, PIWI identifies targets using the piRNA seed region. However, PIWI creates a much weaker seed so that stable target association requires further piRNAâ€“target pairing, making piRNAs less promiscuous than miRNAs. Beyond the seed, the structure of PIWI facilitates piRNAâ€“target pairing in a manner that is tolerant of mismatches, leading to long-lived PIWIâ€“piRNAâ€“target interactions that may accumulate on transposable-element transcripts. PIWI ensures targeting fidelity by physically blocking the propagation of piRNAâ€“target interactions in the absence of faithful seed pairing, and by requiring an extended piRNAâ€“target duplex to reach an endonucleolytically active conformation. PIWI proteins thereby minimize off-targeting cellular mRNAs while defending against evolving genomic threats.
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                    Fig. 1: Structural features unique to PIWIs.[image: ]


Fig. 2: piRNAs are more selective than miRNAs.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Structural basis for piRNA target binding.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Extensive pairing activates piRNAâ€“target cleavage.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Maps for the EfPiwiâ€“piRNA and EfPiwiâ€“piRNA-target complexes have been deposited in the EMDB under accession numbers EMD-23061 and EMD-23063, respectively. Corresponding atomic models have been deposited in the PDB under accession numbers 7KX7 and 7KX9. The EfPiwi(MID/Piwi)â€“piRNAâ€“long-target complex map has been deposited in the EMDB under accession number EMD-23062.Â Source data are provided with this paper.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Piwi protein purification and extended Piwi family tree.
a, Coomassie-stained SDS PAGE of piRNA-loaded PIWI proteins captured using an immobilized complementary oligonucleotide. Input shows partially purified protein samples that were incubated with capture resin. Unbound shows protein that did not bind the resin. Captured shows protein retained on the resin after washing (eluted by boiling in SDS). After elution shows protein retained on the resin after incubation with the competitor oligonucleotide (eluted by boiling in SDS). b, Capture-purified PIWI proteins before and after anion exchange purification. Input fraction shows samples after elution by competitor oligonucleotide in capture-purification step. Purified indicates the final purification products. Note: Î”seed-gate Siwi was captured at such low levels that it was unclear whether any active Siwi was obtained until observing the sampleâ€™s ability to specifically bind 32P-labeled target RNAs. c, Phylogenetic tree of PIWI proteins shows EfPiwi belongs to the ancient Drosophila Ago3-like branch.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Imaging and processing of the EfPiwi-piRNA complex (and EfPiwi-piRNA-long target complex).
a, Representative cryo-EM micrograph (1,765 micrographs collected in total). Input sample contained EfPiwi-piRNA and a long target RNA (complementary to piRNA nucleotides g2â€“g25). b, Cryo-EM data processing workflow. The data set contained two populations of well resolved particles, one for the binary EfPiwi-piRNA complex and another for the ternary EfPiwi-piRNA-long target complex. Particles isolated from micrographs were sorted by reference-free 2D classification. Only particles containing high-resolution features for the intact complex were selected for downstream processing. 3D classification was used to further remove low-resolution or damaged particles, and the remaining particles were refined to obtain a 3.8 Ã… reconstruction for the EfPiwi-guide complex, and 8.6 Ã… for the ternary EfPiwi-piRNA-long target complex. c, The final 3D map for the EfPiwi-piRNA complex coloured by local resolution values, where the majority of the map was resolved between 3.5 Ã… and 4 Ã… with the flexible PAZ and N domains having lower resolution. d, Angular distribution plot showing the Euler angle distribution of the EfPiwi-piRNA particles in the final reconstruction. The position of each cylinder corresponds to the 3D angular assignments and their height and colour (blue to red) corresponds to the number of particles in that angular orientation. e, Directional Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) plot representing 3D resolution anisotropy in the reconstructed map, with the red line showing the global FSC, green dashed lines correspond to Â±1 standard deviation from mean of directional resolutions, and the blue histograms correspond to percentage of directional resolution over the 3D FSC. f, EM density quality of EfPiwi-piRNA complex. Individual domains of EfPiwi fit into the EM density, EM density shown in mesh; molecular models (coloured as in Fig. 2) shown in cartoon representation with side chains shown as sticks; piRNA shown in stick representation.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Conserved structural features in extended Piwi family.
a, Surface of hAGO2 (left) and EfPiwi (right), highlighting g5-g6 nucleotide-binding loops. Superimposing g5-g6 nucleotides (red sticks) from hAGO2 onto EfPiwi results in steric clashes. b, g5-g6 loop in AGO structures (left) is kinked, enabling pre-organization of seed 3' end. Equivalent loop in Piwi structures (right) cannot kink due to bulky residues (labeled positions 1 and 2), conserved in Piwi family. c, Close up superposition of central-gate and seed-gate structures in AGO and PIWI proteins, respectively. d, Superposition of seed-gate regions from all known Piwi (left) and AGO (right) structures, with secondary structure schematics shown above. e, Secondary structure predictions indicate the Î±6 extension is a defining feature of the Piwi family. Predictions were by PSIPRED 4.0. f, L1-L2 interface near seed-gate in EfPiwi. Hydrophobic residues buried at the L1-L2 interface are shown. g, Sequence alignment shows L1-L2 interface residues in EfPiwi are broadly conserved in Piwis (green) and distinct from the equivalent residues in AGOs (blue).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Target release from hAGO2 and EfPiwi loaded with identical guides.
a, Schematic of pairing between guide RNAs and seed-matched target RNAs used in main text Fig. 2b, c. b, Schematic of pairing between 22 nt guide RNA and target RNAs spanning the seed and central regions. c. Release of 32P-labeled target RNAs from EfPiwi-22 nt guide in the presence of excess unlabeled target RNA over time. d, Release rates of target RNAs from hAGO2-22 nt guide (data from Fig. 2d, left) and EfPiwi-22nt guide (c). Results show hAGO2 and EfPiwi create distinct binding properties for the same guide RNA. All plotted data are the mean values of triplicate measurements. Error bars indicate SD. e, Ribbon representation of hAGO2, EfPiwi, and an overlay illustrating relative positions of the central-gate and seed-gate. In c,Â d, nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments, data are meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.d.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Imaging and processing of the EfPiwi-piRNA-target complex.
a, Representative cryo-EM micrograph of EfPiwi-piRNA-target complex (1,881 micrographs collected in total). b, Workflow for processing EfPiwi-piRNA-target complex dataset. Particles isolated from micrographs were sorted by reference-free 2D classification. Only particles containing high-resolution features for the intact complex were selected for downstream processing. 3D classification was used to further remove low-resolution or damaged particles, and the remaining particles were refined to obtain a 3.5 Ã… map. c, The EfPiwi-piRNA-target complex map coloured by local resolution. d, Euler angle distribution plot for the EfPiwi-piRNA-target complex particles. e, Directional Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) plot representing 3D resolution anisotropy in the reconstructed map. Red line shows global FSC; green dashed lines Â±1 standard deviation from mean of directional resolutions; blue histograms indicate percentage of directional resolution over the 3D FSC. f, EM density quality of EfPiwi-piRNA-target complex. Individual domains of EfPiwi and RNAs fit into the EM density; EM density shown in mesh; protein models shown in cartoon representation (coloured as in Fig. 1) with side chains shown as sticks; RNAs shown in stick representation.


Extended Data Fig. 6 EfPiwi target binding data.
a, Raw data for kon values shown in Fig. 3f. Plots of target RNAs with mismatches (sequences shown in Extended Data Fig. 6c) binding to EfPiwi-piRNA complexes over time. Protein concentrations used in each experiment are indicated at top of each graph. 95% confidence limits of observed association rates (kobs) and kon values indicated. WT EfPiwi (black), âˆ†seed-gate EfPiwi (red). b, Raw data for koff values shown in Extended Data Fig. 7e. Plots of target RNAs with mismatches (mm) dissociating from EfPiwi-piRNA complexes over time. All data were fit to a plateau value of 0.15. 95% confidence limits of kon values indicated. All data points were measured three times. Error bars indicate SEM. Center line indicates best fit to data. Surrounding lines indicate 95% confidence limits. In all panels, nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments, data are meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.d.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Target binding with mismatches.
a, Guide-target pairing schematic for select mismatched targets binding Siwi-piRNA complexes. Mismatches coloured gold. b, Association rates of target RNAs (shown in a) with wild-type Siwi (left) and âˆ†seed-gate Siwi. Indicated p-values from two-sided t-test are 6.11 x 10âˆ’5 and 0.205 for wild-type and âˆ†seed-gate Siwi, respectively. c, Guide-target pairing schematic for mismatched targets used in main text Fig. 3f, and panels d and e here. Mismatches coloured gold. d, Dissociation rates of 32P-labeled target RNAs with three consecutive mismatches from wild-type EfPiwi. Most mismatched segments had moderate (~10-fold) effects on koff, except 14â€“16 mismatches, which increased koff ~70 fold. e, Dissociation constants (KD) calculated from kon and koff values for target RNAs binding wild-type EfPiwi-guide complex. f, Surface representation of the modeled piRNA-target duplex. piRNA nucleotides numbered at the Watson-Crick face. Non-hydrogen RNA atoms positioned â‰¤ 4 Ã… from an EfPiwi atom coloured purple. In b,Â d, and e, nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments, data are meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.d.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Target cleavage by EfPiwi and Siwi (part 1).
a, Denaturing gels showing cleavage of g2-g21 matched 32P-labeled target RNA by EfPiwi, hAGO2 or Siwi in the presence of various divalent cations (2 mM each). Schematic of piRNA-target pairing shown (top). Gels are representative results for nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments for EfPiwi and hAGO2, and nâ€‰=â€‰2 independent experiments for Siwi. b, Time course showing cleavage of g2-g21 paired 32P-labeled target RNA by EfPiwi in the presence of Mg2+, Mn2+, or both at approximate physiological divalent cation concentrations. c, Cleavage of g2-g21 matched 32P-labeled target RNA by EfPiwi at various temperatures shows activity over the full physiological range (17â€“30â€‰Â°C). Gel is representative of nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments. d, Quantification of results (and replicates) in c. e, Cleavage of target RNAs with varying degrees of 3' complementarity by EfPiwi at 30â€‰Â°C. In b,Â d and e, nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments, data are meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.d.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 9 Fig. S8. Target cleavage by EfPiwi and Siwi (part 2).
a, Guide-target pairing schematic for targets with varying degrees of complementarity to piRNA 3' end used in Fig. 4a and b, e. b, Quantification target RNAs (1 nM) cleaved after treating with excess (100 nM) EfPiwi loaded with a 22 or 25 nt guide or hAGO2 loaded with a 22 nt guide for 1â€‰h. nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments, data are meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.d. c, Guide-target pairing schematic for targets with 3 nt mismatched regions. d, Quantification mismatched target RNAs (1 nM) cleaved after treating with excess (100 nM) EfPiwi loaded with a 22 or 25 nt guide or hAGO2 loaded with a 22 nt guide for 1â€‰h. nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments, data are meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.d. e, Cleavage of targets with varying degrees of complementarity to piRNA 3' end (shown panel a) by Siwi (2 mM MnCl2, 37â€‰Â°C). Gel is representative of nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent experiments, with data plotted as meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.d. shown below. f, From Fig. 4c: sequences of the 26 target RNAs, with 0â€“8 mismatches opposite piRNA nucleotides g11â€“g18, that were most readily cleaved by EfPiwi (listed in order of cleavage product abundance). Mismatched nucleotides coloured yellow. Greyed out sequences indicate constant regions shared by all target RNAs. Triangle indicates cleavage site.
Source data


Extended Data Table 1 Cryo-EM data collection, refinement, and validation statisticsFull size table





Supplementary information
Supplementary Figure 1
Unprocessed and uncropped gel images. a, Unprocessed gel scans corresponding to gel in Fig. 4a and Extended Data Fig. 9b. Corresponding panels or data indicated above gels. Dotted lines indicate where the gel was cropped. b, Unprocessed gel scans corresponding to gels in Extended Data Fig. 8a. Corresponding panels indicated above gels. Dotted lines indicate where the gel was cropped. c, Unprocessed gel scan corresponding to data in Extended Data Fig. 8b. Dotted lines indicate separation between samples. d, Unprocessed gel scan corresponding to gel in Extended Data Fig. 8c and data in Extended Data Fig. 8d. Dotted lines indicate where the gel was cropped. e, Unprocessed gel scan corresponding to data in Extended Data Fig. 8e. Dotted line indicates separation between samples. f, Unprocessed gel scan corresponding to gel and data in Extended Data Fig. 9e. Dotted lines indicate where the gel was cropped. g, Unprocessed gel scan corresponding to data in Extended Data Fig. 9d. Dotted line indicates separation between samples.
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